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QUESTION 1

When zooming in on an object with varifocal or zoom lens, light sensitivity of the camera is 

A. increasing 

B. decreasing 

C. the same 

D. dependent on lens 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the main purpose of the Arctic Temperature Control functionality? 

A. To protect the camera electronics 

B. To protect the camera mechanics 

C. To protect the camera lens 

D. To protect the camera power 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A Day and Night camera automatically removes the IR-cut filter for low light operations. In that mode, the camera
becomes sensitive to IR light. Which wavelength is the camera most sensitive to? 

A. 850 nm 

B. 950 nm 

C. 1140 nm 

D. 1350 nm 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An installer is upgrading an installation with several analog PTZ cameras using Axis Q-line encoders. Which of the
following options should be checked before proceeding? 

A. That the SD card is supported 
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B. That H.264 compression is supported 

C. That both D1 and 4CIF resolution are supported 

D. That the PTZ driver is supported 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

In an Ethernet network, broadcast traffic is received and processed by 

A. All devices on the network, making it unsuitable for network video since the network load would be unacceptable. 

B. All devices on the network, making it suitable for network video since any device can access the video without any
overhead from establishing a separate connection to the server. 

C. Only those devices that have registered with the server to receive the traffic, making it unsuitable for network video,
due to the overhead from establishing a separate connection to the server. 

D. Only those devices that have registered with the server to receive the traffic, making it suitable for network video
since the network load would be kept reasonable. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Match the product series with right product. Drag each gray box from the left column to the matching image box in the
right column. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 7

Match each product name with the right description. Drag each gray box from the left column to the matching blue box
in the right column. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer has a lot of motion blur on recordings from a fixed camera. What would be the most likely setting to address
the blurring? 

A. Gain level 

B. Brightness 

C. Backlight compensation 

D. Shutter speed 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

In a switched network with Unicast 
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A. Data packets are sent only to one recipient no other computers will receive the data. 

B. Data packets can only be sent in one direction, for example from the camera to the server. 

C. Only one camera at a time can send data packets through the network, to avoid congestion. 

D. All data packets are transmitted in a unified size, enabling network optimization. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Two benefits of Axis HDTV cameras supporting the SMTPE standards are 

A. Color fidelity and full duplex 2-channel audio. 

B. Color fidelity and minimum 25/30 fps frame rate. 

C. Minimum 25/30 fps frame rate and full duplex 2-channel audio. 

D. Full duplex 2-channel audio and automatic screen calibration. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A company is looking for a dome designed to withstand vibrations inherent to transportation. Which of the following
cameras should be recommended? 

A. AXIS P3344-VE 

B. AXIS M3014 

C. AXIS M3114-R 

D. AXIS P1344 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Match the best choice of camera to each scenario described. Drag each gray box from the left column to the matching
blue box in the right column. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 13

Match each device with the correct description. Drag each gray box from the left column to the matching blue box in the
right column. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 14

Match the protocol to its default port number. Drag each gray box from the left column to the matching blue box in the
right column. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 15

Which conditions would lead the system designer to choose a camera with good low light performance over a thermal
camera? (Choose two) 

A. The camera is going in a primarily dark area, such as a subway or parking garage 

B. The camera is going to be placed inside looking out through a window 

C. The camera is going to be placed in a parking lot for facial identification 

D. The camera is going to employ trip line detection looking down a fence line 

E. The camera is going to be placed on a roof line looking down at an empty field 

Correct Answer: BC 
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